
The vehicle location history search within 
LexisNexis® Accurint® for Private Investigations 
is a valuable tool for uncovering potential 
fraud, locating stolen vehicles and assisting 
with investigations. The feature—powered 
by Digital Recognition Network license plate 
recognition technology—provides access to 
9.2 billion nationwide vehicle sightings with 
more than 165 million new sightings captured 
each month. 

Real-time access to photos provides 
more accurate location insights
The vehicle location history search within 
Accurint for Private Investigations provides 
useful data to investigators, including the 
following:

• Color vehicle overview image

• Infrared license plate image

• License plate number

• Date/time of sighting

• Map view of the sighting

Quickly discover potential fraudulent 
or suspicious behavior 
Search by plate or address to get all of a 
particular vehicle’s location data, including 
the plate image, vehicle image, date, time and 
location. This functionality allows users to 
determine the likelihood of a location “sighting” 
and also offers insight on vehicle “travel” for 
those owned and operated by subjects.

Isolate and search geographic areas 
Extensive data mapping allows users to achieve 
a geographic display of real-time vehicle 
location information and new license plate 
reader-obtained addresses based on matches to 
the subject’s license plate. Geo-zoning allows the 
user to actively search an area of interest within 
a given geographic area including additive 
target time frame.

Tap into the unique benefits of 
license plate recognition technology 
and vehicle location data through 
Accurint® for Private Investigations.

Gain access to 9.2 billion vehicle 
sightings for your investigations
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For more information, call 866.277.8407 or visit  
risk.lexisnexis.com/products/accurint-for-private-investigations 

The Accurint for Private Investigations service is not provided by “consumer reporting agencies,” as that term is defined in the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. § 1681, et seq.) (“FCRA”) and do not 
constitute “consumer reports,” as that term is defined in the FCRA. Accordingly, the Accurint for Private Investigations service may not be used in whole or in part as a factor in determining eligibility 
for credit, insurance, employment or for any other eligibility purpose that would qualify it as a consumer report under the FCRA. LexisNexis and the Knowledge Burst logo are registered trademarks 
of RELX Inc., used under license. Accurint is a registered trademark of LexisNexis Risk Data Management Inc. Copyright © 2018 LexisNexis. All rights reserved. NXR12458-00-0718-EN-US

About LexisNexis Risk Solutions
At LexisNexis Risk Solutions, we believe in the power of data and advanced analytics for better risk management. With over 40 years of 
expertise, we are the trusted data analytics provider for organizations seeking actionable insights to manage risks and improve results while 
upholding the highest standards for security and privacy. Headquartered in metro Atlanta, LexisNexis Risk Solutions serves customers in 
more than 100 countries and is part of RELX Group plc, a world-leading provider of information and analytics for professional and business 
customers across industries. For more information, please visit www.lexisnexisrisk.com.

Product Features
Other 
Comparable 
Products

Accurint® for Private 
Investigations - Vehicle 
Location History Search

Plate search a a

Photo output of vehicle plate and partial photo of vehicle a a

GPS coordinates of each location where sighted a a

Date and time stamp of each photo a a

Mapped “pin” location of each sighting a a

Traditional map and satellite view option a a

Free-form Reference ID field to capture case number or other detail a a

Plate search by date periods a a

Real-time database access to photos within minutes of capture X a

Custom output and other report selections X a

Nighttime image exclusion option X a

Saved searches X a

Rank results for plate searches (most recent, most popular etc.) X a

Frequency of sightings for each LPR visit (% and total count) X a

Vehicle popularity at location — Color and description code X a

Time period vehicle most seen — Color and description code X a

Sighting location type — Category X a

Interactive mapping of plate search results with timeline X a

Multi-location plate search, comparison and analysis X a

Address search with elective plate and date-range options X a

Interactive geo-fence mapping features (Map re-drawing)  X a

Multi-report options in Locate Analysis Output Report —  
Vehicle comparison across multiple locations X a

Vehicle location history within Accurint® for Private Investigations has unique advantages to further 
improve investigation efficiency.
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